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checklist
Get inspired by these six trends — straight from the  
Freeman Trend Lab — to evolve your exhibit experience

trend-spotting
EXHIBITORLIVE

https://freeman.com/trendlab
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When you are thinking about your organization’s goals and 

mission, try to determine how your exhibit can demonstrate 

a corporate responsibility story. If sustainability factors into 

the exhibit planning or your organization is active in the 

community, find ways to weave that into your messaging. 

Audiences are interested to learn how brands contribute 

positively to society with do-gooder efforts. But make sure 

the communication aligns with your brand and the overall 

event goals for each show.

Curious about how to be more sustainable? We can help 

you recycle your exhibit or materials, source local charities 

for donations, and manage overall green practices — even 

if you’re just starting out. Let us help you take the first step 

toward a greener experience.

Do Good — My Thoughts & Notes
Jot down ideas about this trend!

Do Good  

Doing Good — With Purpose
By bringing communities together to learn, grow, and network, we can  
weave purpose into our objectives and contribute to the greater good. A  
collective mission to make a difference can bring positive change to everything  
and everyone… everywhere.
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DO GOOD

https://www.freeman.com/about/sustainability
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Ci
COLLABORATION INCUBATORS

Your exhibit, if space allows, can offer an engagement haven 

for attendees with common interests. Consider creating 

workstations or roundtables that encourage attendees to 

work together on shared objectives and discuss pain points.

Presenting this opportunity in your booth puts the emphasis 

on your attendees rather than broadcasting a one-way 

message. Community problem-solving opens up healthy 

debate and delivers solutions, new ideas, and unexpected 

collaboration.

Wondering how your exhibit can be configured for an in-

booth hackathon or engineered to create unique spaces for 

spontaneous ideation? Our design team creates plans to get  

your booth hopping. 

 

 

Collaboration Incubators — My Thoughts & Notes 
Jot down ideas about this trend!

Collaboration Incubators  

A Safe Space for Innovation
Exhibits provide ideal environments for engagement that strengthens interaction, 
communication, and collaboration. Creating space for innovation incubators allows 
attendees to work together creatively to tackle challenges, solve problems, and even 
create new products, services, or solutions. Whether it’s a hackathon, pitch contest, 
or spontaneous brainstorm, attendees leave engaged and inspired.

https://www.freeman.com/solutions/services/creative/exhibit-design
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STORYWORLDS

Every brand and organization has a story to tell. No matter 

the size of your space, you can bring that narrative to life 

with unique delivery that includes color, texture, and digital 

enhancements — it just takes some creative exploration to 

find the right fit. Whether you have a 10’ x 10’ or a 100’ x 

100’ booth, you can envelop audiences into your story when 

it’s told through a memorable, sensory-rich experience.

So what’s the best way to tell your story, and which tools 

can enhance the narrative for your target audiences? By 

diving into your brand and working with you to develop 

the narrative, our team can help you take attendees on a 

journey through your storyworld.

Storyworlds — My Thoughts & Notes 
Jot down ideas about this trend!

Storyworlds  

The Art of Creating Multidimensional Brand Stories
Immerse your audience in a captivating universe with a multimedia storytelling 
approach. By creating multiple, complementary brand narratives and weaving 
them through everything from books and games to social media, apps, and live 
experiences, you’ll create endless, engaging forms of entertainment.

https://www.freeman.com/solutions/services/creative
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XPERIENCE GUIDES

This idea applies to global brands that exhibit across the 

world, but it also affects smaller organizations that exhibit 

stateside. The message here is there’s immense value in 

thinking big picture. No matter the size or global scope of 

your organization, it’s important that your branding translates 

across cultures from show to show, coast to coast, and 

around the world. This consistency also allows you to easily 

scale up or down to accommodate different events and 

audiences.

Big picture thinking requires sound strategy and a deft 

creative approach. Let our brand strategists and creative 

wizzes help you define and deploy guidelines for your brand 

experience messaging at home and abroad.

Xperience Guides — My Thoughts & Notes 
Jot down ideas about this trend!

Xperience Guides 

The Ultimate Brand Checklist
Now that marketers and exhibitors are investing more of their budget in brand 
experience, it’s time to extend traditional brand guidelines to accommodate the 
growing medium. This is a must when delivering global or national road shows 
and for brands that activate on a regular basis, as it ensures a consistent message 
across the board.

https://www.freeman.com/solutions/services/creative/experience-design
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GAMIFICATION

This is another instance where creative thinking and 

innovative tactics can win big in spaces of any size. For 

smaller booths, consider creating a field guide or hunt-and-

find activity that engages attendees and involves them in 

your story. If you have more space to play with, digitize your 

gamified activations using iPads, interactive touchscreens, 

leaderboards, and more that allow visitors to have fun while 

learning about your organization. And incorporating social 

sharing games in any scenario works wonders.

You’ve got game, but do you have the right devices to win 

fans and influence people? Let our digital wizards tackle 

your space with the latest playful and engaging tech and 

approaches.

 

Gamification — My Thoughts & Notes 
Jot down ideas about this trend!

Gamification 

Fun and Games for Event Goers
How do you capture that rarest of prey, audience attention? You engage and 
immerse, of course. But the big attention-grabbing stone for these two birds 
is gamification — applying game processes and design practices to motivate 
individuals into specific goals. Reel ‘em in with quizzes, scavenger hunts, or 
Pokémon-esque quests at your next brand experience.

https://www.freeman.com/solutions/services/digital
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NOMOPHOBIA

No matter if you’re an exhibitor or an attendee, nothing will 

illicit panic faster than noticing a 10% battery on the show 

floor with no accessible outlet in sight! Nip that fear in the 

(ear) bud, and equip your booth with re-charging stations. 

This welcomed area can offer a comfy retreat for recharging 

attendees’ (and your own) literal and figurative batteries. 

This easy-to-implement addition ensures you’re charged and 

ready to go from the moment the show opens until it closes. 

Nomophobia crisis averted!

Including charging stations in your booth can be easier  

than you think. Our designers find clever ways to 

incorporate outlets and charging stations in booths of  

all sizes.

Nomophobia — My Thoughts & Notes
Jot down ideas about this trend!

Nomophobia  

Without Our Phones, We Panic
Whether it’s passing time as you wait for public transport or the quick, last-minute 
scan of your social feeds before bed, one thing is for sure: our smartphones have 
become the modern-day security blanket. The thought of being out of service? It 
evokes a sense of fear.

https://www.freeman.com/solutions/services/strategy/experience-design
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Now that you know what to watch for at the show, stop 
by our booth (#1623) to learn more about how we can 
help you design experiences that increase engagement 
and deliver business results for 2018 and beyond.

In the meantime, dive into these exhibitor best practices to 
keep you motivated and event-ready throughout the year.

freemanexhibits@freeman.com

https://www.freeman.com/resources/best-practices-in-exhibit-readiness?_ga=2.201122989.246607228.1512998212-760530760.1503926411
mailto:freemanexhibits%40freeman.com?subject=Freeman%20Trend%20Lab%20Inquiry

